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All A 
twitter

faCing a dEadlinE, vanCOuvER’s 
BINg Thom ARchITEcTs usEd 

sOCial mEdia TO COnsulT  ThE 
fuTuRE usERs Of suRREy CiTy 

CEnTRE liBRaRy On iTs fORm and 
funCTiOn. Will Jones shOws hOw 
ThEy puT ThEiR sTamp On iT, and 

dEfiEd ThEiR Big CiTy nEighBOuRs

Clear sight lines and an 
upward-winding atrium 
help define Surrey City 
Centre Library less as a 
repository of books and 
more as a gathering place
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A contradictory mix of sweeping curves 
and sharp protrusions, shimmering glass 
and hulking concrete: this giant 
juxtaposition of a building would add 
drama to any cityscape. It vies for attention 
with the latest Gehry or Hadid creation,
is as punchy as fl avour of the month Jurgen 
H Mayer’s designs and has the bravado 
to bully the likes of more conservative 
modernists such as Chipperfi eld and Piano.

But Surrey City Centre Library is not 
set within the affluence of a capital city, 
nor a bustling global hub. No, it’s the 
newest addition to the urban realm of 
Surrey, an outskirt of metropolitan 
Vancouver in British Columbia, a poor 
neighbour long looked down upon by the 
people of Vancouver proper. 

‘Too young, too poor, too dumb,’ is 
the jibe often directed at Surrey and its 
culturally diverse mix of less-than-well-off 
inhabitants. It is the scruffy teenager to 
Vancouver’s sophisticated white collar 
adult. But Vancouvans better watch out. 
Surrey has the fastest-growing population 
in the region and at current growth rates 
it will have overtaken its suave and 
somewhat pompous neighbour by 2020.
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Below: CAD was used to 
ensure that the building’s 
formwork was easy to 
construct and obviated the 
use of expensive cladding

Right: The atrium takes up 
a signifi cant volume but 
opens up views across the 
building from areas such 
as the ‘living room’ 

WE coULD hAVE DEsIgNED ThE 
BUILDINg To REsIsT VANDALIsm 
AND WEAR FRom EVERYDAY UsE 
BUT IT WoULD hAVE BEEN A VERY 
DIFFERENT, UNFRIENDLY PLAcE. 
INsTEAD, WE DEsIgNED WITh 
REsPEcT FoR ThE UsER
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Designing new public buildings for 
Surrey and other such up-and-coming 
neighbourhoods comes with a special set  
of challenges. Direct issues, such as where 
the funding is going to come from, mesh 
with cultural obstacles like engaging with  
a disillusioned or predominantly 
impoverished society and instilling 
ownership and respect for a new 
architectural landmark once it is complete.

Bing Thom Architects (BTA) was  
well aware of these issues when it came  
to Surrey because the architect had 
previously designed Central City SFU,  
a mixed-use office tower and university 
building in the city. However, the library,  
a truly public building, presented its own 
set of challenges.

The $36m (Canadian) project was 
funded by one of Canada’s Federal 
Infrastructure Programs, with costs shared 
by the federal, provincial and municipal 
governments. Time constraints placed on 
these projects meant that BTA had just a 
few months to design the library. 

‘We had 18 months from the time we 
signed the contract to project completion: 
just four months to design an important 

new piece of the city. It was quite a 
challenge,’ says practice principal Bing 
Thom. ‘We had to somehow circumvent the 
usual lengthy public consultation process.’ 
What did BTA do? It took its lead from the 
kids of Surrey, the Facebook generation,  
and used social media to connect with the 
thriving young urban population. 

‘Surrey has a really diverse community 
with lots of immigrants and young families 
in which both parents often work,’ says 
Thom. ‘We needed to interact with as  
many of the different cultures and time-
poor residents as possible, quickly, and so 
Facebook, Twitter, a blog and Flickr were  
all crucial in engaging with the many 
sectors of local society that we hoped  
would use the library.’ 

BTA held three conventional public 
meetings and the architect also visited local 
schools, connecting with the community  
in the conventional manner, but social 
media was the main tool of interaction. 

When challenged about the validity  
of using social media in architecture  
Thom defends his position with statistics: 
‘It was by far the most widely used medium 
of engagement. Our social media sites got 

up to 4,000 hits a month during the 
consultation. You can’t argue with that.’ 

People posted comments on images  
and ideas that BTA proposed on its 
Facebook page; they sent in images of  
their own, citing things they enjoyed  
in other libraries, for entry into BTA’s 
IdeasBook; they came in droves to virtual 
workshops and the face-to-face meetings 
because they had heard about them online.

‘We never fooled ourselves or anyone 
else into thinking that the building would 
be designed via social media but we were 
happily surprised at the level of interaction 
and the ideas being sent to us,’ says  
Thom. ‘It was a great way of discovering 
what people wanted from their library –
many people, as opposed to the 
architecturally-engaged few that a 
conventional consultation process  
would have connected with.’

The resulting building is very of its 
time. Externally, its idiosyncratic form 
commands the surrounding area and  
draws visitors to it. The upward sweeping 
facade, which culminates in a sharp ended 
wedge, seems to point to the future and  
the rising importance of this young city. 

Left: Curves soften the 
interior, adding informality 
and fluidity to the space

Below: Large windows 
contribute natural light 
and a sense that the 
building militates against  
social and learning barriers
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the need to provide a space for reading, 
studying, and above all, gathering as a 
community. This building is very fl exible 
and will accommodate all of these 
purposes but it does so in a way that 
will intrigue and entice the users. It is 
designed not to make people feel in awe 
but has been deliberately kept informal 
to make the library feel like an extension 
of the patron’s home.’ 

BTA’s design also includes many 
suggestions put forward by the public: 
from the type of spaces such as a living 
room – ‘a place with a couch for mom 
to wait for me’ – and a coffee shop, to 
furniture requests that included a ‘dinner 
table’ for group work and listening chairs. 

But beyond this obvious inclusion 
there is an aura of participation that has 
seen the library fi lled with local people 
from its day of opening. The atmosphere is 
abuzz with visitors, meeting and socialising 
in the café and brightly-lit communal areas; 
studying in groups or individually in more 
intimate spaces designed to encourage less 
vociferous engagement. 

‘I design buildings that encourage the 
communal experience and this library is 
no different,’ says Thom. ‘It is a space for 
social engagement; even the study spaces 
are designed to encourage it but in a less 
direct way.’ The architect relates with a 
smile a story about a client who met his 
future wife and courted her silently for 
three months across a reading room. 

‘People can come to this library to 
meet and chat. They can also interact in a 

less direct way, via their peripheral vision; 
taking inspiration from fellow studiers. 
Ultimately though, everyone should enjoy 
their visit and want to return.’

Thom’s words could be taken with 
a pinch of salt if it weren’t for the 6,000 
people who attended the opening ceremony; 
the ever growing popularity of the building 
both as a library and meeting place for 
the community; and its emergence as a 
performance venue – the Vancouver Opera 
is due to perform there soon. 

Some nine months after its opening, 
the library is as busy as ever. It still looks 
brand new; there is no graffiti on the 
concrete exterior facade, no sign of wear 
and tear on the pristine white internal 
walls. ‘We could have designed the building 
to resist vandalism and wear from everyday 
use but it would have been a very different, 
unfriendly place,’ says Thom. ‘Instead, we 
designed with respect for the user because 
I fi nd if you afford them respect then they 
will do the same for the building in return.’

And Thom could be right. The architect 
and the library are still receiving messages, 
both the spoken word and via social media, 
congratulating them on the library and 
the opportunities it offers Surrey’s people. 

BTA is now working on a proposed 
concert hall on the site of Vancouver Art 
Gallery, and a leisure centre. ‘The city is 
growing and maturing fast,’ says Thom. 
‘We are helping build it and we’ll be here to 
see the day when it truly competes with 
Vancouver. It’s a power shift, a coming of 
age for the Facebook generation.’ 

Above: Enquire within: 
glazing helps the building 
extend a welcome at night 

Externally, the architecture of the 
7,600 sq m library refl ects the curvature 
of the adjacent street in its horizontal 
bulk and sweeping concrete curves that 
both contrast with and complement the 
prow-like glazing, fi nishing the structure 
with a sinuous fl ourish.

Inside, not a dimly-lit, book-fi lled 
edifi ce but an outward-looking, forward-
thinking space that speaks to all sectors 
of society. From the impressive high and 
bright ambiance of the entrance and 
reception space, a processional stairway 
leads to the fi rst fl oor. BTA’s design brings 
both excitement and gravitas to the library; 
it entices visitors to venture in – fi rst from 
afar and then on an internal adventure. 

The major glazed elements of the 
facade and two large skylights allow 
natural light to fl ood into the building. The 
atrium draws this daylight right into the 
library’s heart. This central space also 
serves as a focal point and orientation aid 
within the large building. Towards the 
outer edges of its footprint are brightly 
illuminated communal areas and group-
driven spaces. This high-ceilinged second 
fl oor space is a casual reading area, which 
overlooks a currently scruffy space that 
will one day become a new public plaza 
through a dramatic leaning window. 
Conversely, shelves of books are housed 
in areas with low ceilings and less direct 
natural light. The books also act as sound 
buffers and protect study spaces from the 
noise of the main circulatory routes. 

Thom says: ‘The design evolves out of 

INsIDE, NoT A DImLY-LIT BooK-
FILLED EDIFIcE BUT AN oUTWARD 
LooKINg, FoRWARD ThINKINg 
sPAcE ThAT sPEAKs To ALL 
sEcToRs oF socIETY... BTA’s 
DEsIgN BRINgs EXcITEmENT 
AND gRAVITAs To ThE LIBRARY. 
IT ENTIcEs VIsIToRs IN 


